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      FOPO Max 15 inch Triple Monitor for Laptop

  
















       33 reviews  









Regular price
            $699.99
            Sale price
              $519.99
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      FOPO Max 14 inch Triple Monitor for Laptop
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      FOPO Air 13.3 inch Triple Monitor for Laptop
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      FOPO Air 12 inch Triple Monitor for Laptop
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      FOPO Max 15.6 inch Triple Monitor for Laptop
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      FOPO Max 14 inch 1200P Triple Monitor for Laptop
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Explore Full FOPO Portable Monitor

















      For Every Side of Life
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100% secure payment on website

          

        

      

          
            
                
              
          

          
            

          

          
            Free Shipping From US

Any product free shipping within the United States
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Registration to enjoy good afterservice

          

        

      

          
            
                
              
          

          
            

          

          
            24/7 Support Center
Customer support is always on line

          

        

      
    









      
        Triple Vision, Multiple Brilliance

      

    

      
            ★★★★★If you're looking to up your mobile productivity, a multi-monitor laptop display could help
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ZDNET


          

            ★★★★★The Fopo Model S12 portable monitor adds two screens to your laptop in an effort to increase productivity, and it certainly succeeds.
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TREMPLIN NUMERIQUE


          

            ★★★★★With plenty of input connectors including an HDMI port, two DisplayPorts, and an audio line-out and headphone-out jack, it’s the ideal monitor for the gamer who can afford to spend more.
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DIGITALTRENDS


          

            ★★★★★You can take it to everywhere and start your meetings, works, or multi-tasks in cafe, hotels, and public.
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            ★★★★★FOPO S16 provides two full screens that fold down flat for travel. When you need those extra screens, you really need them.
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            ★★★★★Fopo triple laptop screen extender review: efficiency at the cost of comfort.
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REVIEWGEEK


          

            ★★★★★The ultra-portability, energy-saving, compact and foldable design is suitable for all environments.
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            ★★★★★Having more screen real estate helps to improve productivity whether you’re coding or creating content like photos or videos.
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            ★★★★★Fopo triple portable monitorfor laptop enable users to easily perform multitasking activities and enhances work efficiency by up to 300%.
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        What They Say

      

    

      
            ★★★★★I've tried 2 other brands. They all said they could accommodate 16.5-17". None of them could. This one actually does.
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Johnston


          

            ★★★★★This changes my laptop to a true portable workstation! Required creative wiring and that msjes it a little cumbersome to set up but works great and is worth the hassle. Customer support is five-star!
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Cybergator


          

            ★★★★★I originally purchased this monitor for my laptop, to be used specifically with an HP Fury system. It has been flawless for months and a huge asset for my business. In early July, one of the monitors failed. The seller promptly assisted with a replacement. I sent the faulty one back, received a new one in just a few days, and all has been great. 
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            ★★★★★It arrived super quick. Build quality is excellent. The boxing feels similar to apple products. Color matches my MacBook Pro great. Set up was pretty easy. Mac instructions could be a little better. Once set up it works great and picture quality is great too. No complaints so far.
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Regina


          

            ★★★★★The product works exceptionally well, especially if you have a laptop with two thunderbolt capable usb-c ports (with lightnin bolt symbol) each display works with just a single cable with no external power.
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            ★★★★★It fits my 17" Laptop. I need to work long hours on computer everyday. With this wonderful product, I can keep busy working on my main screen and at the same time on the 2nd screen to see incoming emails. It helps me save time and meet my computing needs efficiently. Love this product!
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    Phone Number: 
+1 833 637 2188
(09:00-24:00 Monday-Friday)

Email:
sales@fopomonitor.com
wholesale@fopomonitor.com
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